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A space-based optical communications system requires the development of high
precision yet rugged electro-optical hardware. As part of a program to develop this
technology, Lincoln Laboratory has designed and constructed a laser transmitter and
a companion diagnostics module that have passed a rigorous space-qualification test
program. The transmitter and diagnostics module are critical components ofa satellite
to-satellite, 220 Mb/ sec heterodyne communications experiment. The transmitter
includes four redundant 30-mW diode lasers in a compact, lightweight package. The
diagnostics module enables precise and autonomous setting of the transmitter laser
power, wavelength, and modulation characteristics. The successful qualification of
these components is a first, and a major milestone in the development of spaceborne
optical communications systems.

For nearly three decades, researchers have
tried to develop an optical system for communi
cations in space r1-3]. Although the gas lasers
used in early projects were successful in
laboratory demonstrations, the bulk and fragil
ity ofthese laser systems made themunsuitable
for space applications. Recently. however. the
evolution of small, robust, and highly efficient
semiconductor diode lasers has rekindled hopes
for space-qualified optical communications
systems [4-6].

Optical communications systemswould offer
a number of benefits over conventional radio
frequency systems for certain space applica
tions [7]. Such systems could allow space com
munications atveryhigh data rates with smaller
and lighter packages. Such communications is
possible because optical systems operating at
short wavelengths can produce very narrow
beams with modest-sized telescopes and be
cause optical systems can have large communi
cations bandwidths. The narrow beams also
enable communications that is resistant to
jamming and interception. In addition to in
creasing the capacity and security of certain
military communications, high-data-rate. nar
row-beam optical communications links could
be important for deep-space exploration and
research.

Optical communications systems, however,
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require tremendous preCISIOn. The narrow
beamwidths require highly accurate pointing so
that the laser power can be concentrated on the
distant receiver. Limited laser power dictates
that beam aberrations and attenuation must be
carefully controlled. Typically, unacceptable
power losses can be caused by aberrations re
sulting from submicron-leve1 movement ofcriti
cal optical elements. Therefore, the development
of optical communications hardware for space
requires careful and thorough design, assem
bly, and testing.

This articlewilldescribe the successful devel
opment and flight qualification testing of two
critical units ofa diode-Iaser-based transmitter
system for heterodyne space communications.
The two units-a transmitter assembly and a
companion diagnostics module-form part of a
complete engineering model ofa space package.
The transmitter and diagnostics module, both
designed and developed by Lincoln Laboratory,
are key components of a realizable optical sys
tem for heterodyne space communications.

Laser Intersatellite
Transmission Experiment

Project Description

The transmitter system is part of Lincoln
Laboratory's Laser lntersatellite Transmission
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Experiment (LITE) (see the box, "Acronyms"),
which is developing critical technology for
satellite-to-satellite communications. On the
basis of proven laboratory hardware, Lincoln
Laboratory is building and qualifying rugged,
compact modules suitable for space applica-

Acrs

CPM
FEM
FPI
FSK
FWHM
LITE

ill
OMS
SNR
SSM
TLC

Acronyms

Advanced CommunicationsTechnology
Satellite
Coarse-Pointing Mirror
finite-element model
Fabry-Perot interferometer
frequency-shift keying
full width at half-maximum
Laser Intersatellite Transmission
Experiment
local oscillator
Optomechanical Subsystem
signal-to-noise ratio
Source Select Mechanism
Transmitter Laser Controller

tions to provide crosslink capabilities at up to
220 Mb/sec over synchronous-orbit dis
tances. By doing so, we expect to reduce the
technological risk in future flight programs.

The LITE flight package was designed to fly on
the NASA Advanced Communications Technol
ogy Satellite (ACTS). (Note: LITE is no longer part
ofthe ACTS program; substitute host spacecraft
are being investigated.) The package would be
placed in a geosynchronous orbit in which the
spacecraft would be attitude stabilized in pitch
and roll to an angular accuracy ofabout 1 mrad.
Thus the ACTS project dictated the launch and
orbit conditions for the LITE program (Table 1).
The qualification tests reported in this article are
designed to meet those requirements, and are
conservative enough to include possible levels of
most, if not all, spacecraft.

The LITE flight package consists oftwo major
modules designed for mounting at separate
locations within the host spacecraft:
1. the Optomechanical Subsystem (OMS) (8),

which contains all of the optical elements

Coarse-Pointing
Mirror Assembly

Transmitter

(a)

Telescope
Assembly

Optics
Bench

Diagnostics
Module

Source Select
Mechanism

75 cm

~
(b)

"

Fig. 1-LlTE Optomechanical Subsystem: (a) top (earth-facing) view showing the telescope and pointing mirror, and (b)
bottom viewshowing the transmitter, diagnostics module, beam steering and tracking optics, andrelay optics. The supporting
truss is not shown in part b.
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Table 1. Key Launch and Orbit Conditions for the Laser
Intersatellite Transmission Experiment (LITE) Flight Package

Exposure Level Duration

Launch/deployment temperature extremes -40° to 60°C Cycling

Operational temperature extremes -5° to 50°C Cycling

Random vibration
Optomechanical Subsystem 6.5 g (rms) 1 min
Electronics Module 12.9 g (rms) 1 min

Acoustic noise 140 dB 1 min

Static loading 20.7 g Maximum condition

"

"

of the system, a small amount oflocal elec
tronics, and the necessary supporting
structure; and

2. the Electronics Module, which contains
those electronic circuits which can be re
motely located within the spacecraft struc
ture.
The OMS, designed to be located on the earth

facing panel of the ACTS spacecraft, includes a
benchlike structure supported by a truss net
work that provides thermal and vibrational iso
lation from the host vehicle. On the top (earth
facing) side of the bench (Fig. 1[a)) are a
20-cm-diameter Dall-Kirkham telescope and
a steerable mirror called the Coarse-Pointing
Mirror (CPM). Mter receiving a beacon beam
from the receiver's platform, the telescope
transmits a diffraction-limited beam of 4-/lfad
divergence. The CPM allows the transmitted
beam to be directed to any geosynchronous
or low-earth-orbit receiver above the horizon.
On the bottom side of the OMS bench (Fig. lIb))
are the transmitter, the diagnostics module,
the fine beam steering and tracking optics, and
the associated relay optics.

LITE was designed for intersatellite commu
nications. However, initial transmission tests
would send data through the atmosphere to a
ground station at a good astronomical site.

Overview ofTransmitter System

The LITE transmitter system, with compo
nents in both the OMS and Electronics Module
(Fig. 2), consists of the transmitter itself and
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the associated modules that control the laser
operating parameters. Table 2 lists the trans
mitter system's key characteristics. From
the Electronics Module, the transmitter re
ceives electrical power, laser bias current,
temperature-control power, command sig
nals, and data-modulation signals. The trans
mitter's beam is directed to either the telescope
or the diagnostics module by the two-axis
Source Select Mechanism (SSM), which
operates under closed-loop control to
stabilize the beam.

The LITE system uses heterodyne detection
with4-aryfrequency-shift-keyed (FSK) modula
tion at rates up to 220 Mb / sec. In 4-ary FSK, the
optical frequency is shifted between four pos
sible values, or tones (Fig. 3). The LITE system
uses tones that are spaced at 220-MHz inter
vals, and the system performs heterodyne detec
tion by mixing the received beam with the output
from a local-oscillator (La) laser that operates at
nearly the same optical frequency as the re
ceived beam (2). To extract the data stream, the
system processes the resulting beat frequency
as an RF signal. Because the beat frequency
must be stable to within several megahertz, a
frequency-acquisition and tracking loop is re
qUired to control the La laser. For the frequency
acquisition loop to function, the beat frequency
must fall within the receiver's l-GHz passband.
This requirement makes it necessary for the
receiver to know, a priori, the initial transmitted
frequency with an accuracy significantly better
than 1 GHzoutofanoperatingfrequencygreater
than 1014 Hz. In addition, the alignment of the
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Fig. 2-Block diagram of the Laser Intersatellite Transmis
sion Experiment (LITE) transmitter system.

transmitted FSK tone to the receiver's filter
passbands requires a tone spacing of 220 MHz
± 5 MHz to keep energy losses to less than 0.1 dB
(Fig. 4).

The LITE transmitter uses four redundant
GaAlAs diode lasers (Fig. 5), each ofwhich emits
a nominal30-mW beam in a single spatial mode
at a single frequency. The operating frequency of
the diode lasers depends very strongly on the
operating temperature (30 GHz;CC) and bias
current (3 GHz/rnA). Consequently, to maintain
the desired frequency stability the transmitter
system must set and hold the operating tem
perature with a precision better than O.OOl°C

and the bias current with a precision better than
10 J.1A. In addition, the laser-power output must
bekeptto30mW± 1 mW. Higher powers reduce
the laser lifetime; lower powers reduce the
communications performance.

To satisfy all of these requirements, LITE
incorporates an autonomous diagnostics sys
tem that measures and sets the laser wave
length, power, and FSK tone spacing. At the
beginning of a communications session, the
transmitted beam is directed to the diagnostics
module. A microprocessor-based controller, the
Transmitter Laser Controller (TLC), monitors
the diagnostics-module signals to measure and
set the transmitter's operating parameters.

The task ofsetting the laser's operating point
is complicated by the laser tuning characteris
tics illustrated in Fig. 6. Using a two-step pro
cess to avoid tuning through discontinuities
(laser mode hops), the TLC sets the laser optical
frequency to within 100 MHz (or wavelength to
within 0.0025 A) of an atomic reference.

The next two sections describe the transmit
ter and diagnostics system in greater detail.

Transmitter Description

Features

The performance of the transmitter is critical
to successful communications. The transmit-

Table 2. Transmitter System Characteristics
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Transmitter mass

Diagnostics-module mass

Transmitter electrical power

Diagnostics-module electrical power

Laser wavelength

Number of lasers

Wavefront quality

Beam profile

Optical power (incl. losses)

Optical-frequency accuracy

FSK tone spacing

Laser-modulation bandwidth

1.96 kg (4.3 Ibs)

1.26 kg (2.8 Ibs)

<4.2 W (during communications)

1.1 W

0.86 Jim

4 (1 active, 3 spares)

'A/20 (rms), J. =wavelength

Circular, Gaussian, 5-mm diameter

26mW±1 mW

100 MHz

220 MHz ± 5 MHz

1 GHz
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Fig. 4-The theoretical energy loss in the outer FSK tones
versus the tone-spacing error. (The effective energy loss in
the FSKdemodulation would be slightly less.) Note that the
loss approaches O. 1 dB at a 5-MHz error.

and an athermal focus design are vital.
The transmitter design, shown schemati

cally in Fig. 7, is based on four modular units
known as source assemblies (Fig. 8), each with
a diode laser that can be frequency modulated
via the injection current for data rates up to
220 Mb/sec. Each source assembly contains a
lens assembly that collimates the highly diver
gent output of the laser into a beam of elliptical
cross section. A foil heater located behind the
laser mounting plate and a feedback thermistor
located next to the laser maintain temperature
control of the laser. A small printed circuit
board in the source assembly combines the
DC bias and modulation signal. The board also
contains a circuit for selecting which laser is
active.

Although there are four lasers in the trans
mitter, only one is operated at any given
time. The remaining lasers are backups that
are included because the long-term reliability
of the selected lasers has not been fully proven
yet.

We have found several advantages to making
source-assembly modules interchangeable.
This approach allows (1) the critical collimation
procedure and testing to be performed outside of

ter's output beam must remain highly colli
mated and precisely pointed, in spite of the
vibration and temperature variations of launch
and orbit. The LITE communications power
budget requires that the beam's phase profile be
flat to within M20 (rms) where A is the wave
length, that its pointing be centered on the SSM
to within 100 pm, and that optical power losses
be kept to less than 0.8 dB. A precise, thorough
optomechanical design is reqUired to achieve
these goals.

Each laser's initial operating temperature
will be at a specific temperature between 15° and
25°C to achieve the desired wavelength. Fur
thermore, a laser's operating temperature may
change with age. For these reasons, the trans
mitter is designed to operate from 10° to 30°C.
Careful attention to thermal design and control

Fig. 3-lntermediate-frequency spectra: (a) unmodulated
and (b) with 4-ary frequency-shift keying (FSK) ofpseudo
random bitstream. The horizontalscale is 100MHz/division
and the vertical scale is 5 dB/division.

(b)

(a)

"
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5-Diode laser used in LITE: (a) packaged laser 16mm x 7mm and(b) microphotograph
of laser.

"
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Fig. 6-Typical laser tuning curve. Note that the tuning
regions are discontinuous and thatabout25% ofthe overall
wavelength range is accessible. The tuning regions typi
cally span 3 to 6 A.
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8690the limited confines of the transmitter, (2) the
lasers to be exchanged readily when necessary,
and (3) the source assembly to be used by itself
in other applications such as in the receiver's
local oscillator.

The selected laser-a Hitachi channeled
substrate planar device-was the highest-power
single-mode diode laser meeting our require
ments that was commercially available when the
LITE project commenced. We selected the laser's
center wavelength in the vicinity of 0.86 pm to
coincide with a transmission window in the
atmosphere for initial space-to-ground testing
of the LITE system. We then selected specific
operating wavelengths to match the absolute
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Fig. 7-Schematic of LITE transmitter.
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Fig. a-Source assembly, which contains a diode laser, collimating lens assembly, part ofa temperature control circuit,
anda smallprinted circuit board. The source assembly has a mass of 160g and an RF-modulation bandwidth ofapproxi
mately 1 GHz.
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Fig. 9-Source-assembly alignment stand for positioning and securing the collimator with
respect to the diode laser. To achieve high wavefront qualityandbeam-pointing accuracy, the
push-pull flexures allow submicron positioning accuracy in three axes.

wavelength standard ofthe atomic transitions of
neon. which is used as a reference in the diag
nostics module.

The lasers were rigorously screened and
tested before incorporation into the transmitter.
These tests included operation at an elevated
temperature for 80 hours. full characterization.
continuous operation for an additional 170
hours. and recharacterization. The screening
and testing process identified the most stable
lasers with the best optical characteristics. For
the class oflaser selected. we expect lifetimes of
104 to 105 hours.

To achieve the necessary high wavefront
quality. not only must the collimator be carefully
designed and fabricated. it must also be fixed at
the correct position with respect to the diode
laser. Our most difficult challenge in the assem
bly of the sources was to keep the collimator in
precise focus while we secured its position. We
developed techniques to achieve and maintain a
positional accuracy of0.5 pm with the alignment

The Lincoln Laboratory Journal. Volume 3. Number 2 (1990)

fixture shown in Fig. 9.
All of the transmitter components are sup

ported by a titanium structure [9. 10) (Figs. 10
and 11). The four source assemblies are
mounted on the top and bottom surfaces of the
support structure with each of the collimated
output beams aimed vertically to a dedicated
fold mirror that directs the beam to an anamor
phic prism pair. This prism pair compresses the
elliptical beam into a circular, 5-mm-diameter
beam. We arranged the prisms so that the four
output beams intersect at the SSM mirror's
center of rotation.

Heating of the transmitter is provided by foil
heaters. and passive cooling is provided by a
radiator, which faces deep space. The radiator is
supported by the transmitter frame and is at
tached to the source assemblies via flexible
straps.

In order to limit the truncation loss in the
telescope to an acceptable level, translations
of the beam at the SSM must be small. We
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calculated that a 100-,um translation at the
SSM would yield a tolerable loss of 0.11 dB.
Thus we took great care in implementing the
optomechanical design because beam pointing
is a function of several factors-the position
of the laser with respect to the collimator,
the source-assembly position with respect to
the transmitter, the anamorphic-prism posi
tions, and any deformations of the support
structure.

As discussed previously, the requirements
for the thermal design are stringent. The tem
perature of the OMS bench below the trans
mitter can be as much as 30°C colder than
the source assemblies. For this reason, care
ful attention was paid to providing adequate
thermal isolation between the OMS and the
transmitter:
• The three support struts are made of

titanium (a material with low thermal con
ductivity) with a small cross-sectional
area.

• The wiring harness has a small number of
wires of the smallest practical gauge.

• The jacket of the coaxial modulation cable
is made from low-thermal-conductivity
stainless steel.

• A lightweight cover, which is not shown in
Figs. 10 or II, encloses the transmitter to
provide protection against contamination
and to support a multilayer thermal in
sulation blanket that minimizes radiative
coupling.
The completed transmitter has a mass of

1.96 kg, only a small percentage of the overall
mass of the LITE package, and is expected to
consume less than 4.2 W dUring operation in
space, including the heater power.

Support
Structure

Radiator

Fold Mirror
(4)

~ Source Assembly

~~5i~~ (4)

Prism Mounting
Plate

Anamorphic
Prism Pair

(4)
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Fig. 10-The transmitter contains four source assemblies, each of which produces a high-quality collimated
beam ofelliptical cross section. Pairs ofprisms are used to circularize the beams. A thermal radiator is attached
to the source assemblies by means of flexible thermal straps to eliminate waste heat.
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Fig. 11-Qualification transmitter, which has a mass of 1.96 kg and consumes less than 5 W. The transmitter
maintained good beam quality and pointing after being subjected to repeated thermal cycling from -30 to 66°C
and random vibration at up to 16.2 g (rms).

Design Analysis

Mter we had established the general features
of the transmitter, we proposed a candidate
design and subjected it to extensive computer
analysis. The analysis was necessary to deter
mine whether we could expect the proposed
transmitter to survive launch and operate satis
factorily in the space environment.

Prediction of the transmitter performance
reqUired the interaction of three separate com
puter models: a finite-element model (FEM), a
thermal model, and a ray-tracing optical analy
sis prograrn. The FEM estimated the stIuctural
distortions and stresses due to dynamic and
static loads from both launch and operating
disturbances. The FEM also calculated the ther
mally induced distortions and stresses by using
the results from the separate thermal model,
which determined the temperature distribu
tions within the transmitter for various scenar-

The Lincoln Laboratory Journal. Volume 3. Number 2 (J 990)

ios. The thermal model included the effects of
solar illumination on the radiator face, conduc
tive and radiative coupling with the OMS, and
power dissipation within the transmitter's heat
ers and circuit boards. Finally, the ray-tracing
optical analysis program generated the optical
sensitivities for motions of all elements along
the optical path. With these optical sensitivities,
the FEM calculated the optical-bearn-path de
flection at the SSM by multiplying the optical
sensitivity of each component by its expected
displacement.

The transmitter FEM consisted of 395 ele
ments with 1860 degrees offreedom (Fig. 12). By
computing the response of the FEM to the
expected qualification test levels, we determined
the anticipated structural stresses in the trans
mitter. The peak normal stress was predicted to
be 142 MPa (20,650 psi), considerably less than
the endurance limit for the 6Al-4Vtitanium alloy
used, which has a yield stress of 882 MPa
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(128,000 psi). This low stress level resulted from
our minimizing the weight carried by the sup
port struts. This design strategy provided a
twofold benefit: it reduced the static and dy
namic loads proportionately, and it raised the
resonant frequencies in order to decouple the
transmitter from the OMS vibrations.

The host spacecraft's momentum wheel,
whose 6000-rpm rotation would generate vibra
tions at 100 Hz and its harmonic frequencies,
would cause the primary operating distur
bances (Table 3). To find the resulting transmit
ter line-of-sight jitter, we used the expected
vibrational levels at the transmitter mounting
location as inputs to the transmitter FEM (see
the subsection "Development of a Test Plan" on
p. 267). Table 4 shows the results of the analy
sis. In all cases the transmitter contribution to
the system line-of-sight jitter is insignificant.
This result is due in large part to the transmit
ter's high resonant frequencies. Data from a
dynamic analysis of the FEM indicate that the
first three modes ofvibration occur at 281,394,
and 550 Hz. Modal measurements of the as
sembled transmitter show that its resonant
frequencies are in close agreement with the FEM
predictions.

Using the thermal model, we chose the size of
the radiator to be just large enough to allow the
lasers to be cooled to their minimum operating
temperature of 100 e while the heaters are at
their lowest power and the sun is shining on the
radiator. Given this radiator size, the thermal
model determined the corresponding heater
power required with different solar illumina
tions and mounting-surface temperatures.
Table 5 shows the results for the two cases that

Fig. 12-Finite-element model of the transmitter, which
allowed estimates of deflections and stresses to be made
for various thermal and mechanical loadings. Optical path
deflections were also found for the same conditions.

bound transmitter operation. Figure 13 depicts
the temperature distribution for the minimum
power dissipation case. In both cases the ex
pected translation of the beam at the SSM
produced negligible throughput losses in the
optical train of the OMS. For all operating sce
narios, we expect that a heater power of less
than 3.7 W can maintain a laser operating
temperature of 30oe, and 1.5 W ofheater power
can maintain a survival temperature of -20oe.

We used computer ray-tracing optical analy
sis extensively dUring the transmitter develop
ment, particularly in the design of the collima
tor. This fast (fj 1.1) lens group with a clear

Table 3. Expected Spacecraft Disturbances
due to Momentum-Wheel Operation

Frequency (Hz) Acceleration (g) at OMS-Spacecraft Interface

x y z

100 0.040 0.036 0.036

200 0.006 0.002 0.002

300 0.016 0.030 0.018
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Table 4. Expected Transmitter Line-of-Sight
Jitter due to Momentum-Wheel Operation

Expected Budgeted
Jitter (wad) Jitter (wad)

Object space'

Elevation 0.007 0.048

Azimuth 0.014 0.048

Radial 0.016 0.068

'Includes 40x telescope

aperture of 12 mm collimates the light emitted
from the laser into a high-quality beam. All four
of its elements, three lenses plus a flat corrector
plate, were made from Schott G5 radiation
resistant glass. The collimator design minimized
optical feedback, which can degrade laser per
formance, while it maintained high throughput.

We also used the optical-analysis model to
estimate the quality of the transmitter beam's
wavefront for different operating temperatures.
Because a laser's operating temperature and
current can change as the laser's efficiency
degrades with age, the source assembly must be

able to maintain a high-quality wavefront over a
range of temperatures. We calculated those
variations in the lens-assembly back focal
length which resulted from (1) changes in the
lens spacings due to the thermal growth of the
housing, (2) changes in the curvatures of the
lenses resulting from glass thermal growth, and
(3) variations in the glass index ofrefraction with
temperature. Similarly, from our knowledge of
the geometry and materials used in the laser
construction, we estimated the displacement of
the laser emitter relative to its mounting flange.
Calculations showed that careful selection of

Table 5. Characteristics of the Two Thermal
Scenarios That Bound Transmitter Operation

Case 1: Minimum Case 2: Maximum
Power Dissipation Power Dissipation

Laser temperature 10°C 30°C

Optomechanical 14°C 0.5°C
Subsystem (OMS)
bench temperature

Sun on transmitter Yes No
radiator

Transmitter age End of life Beginning of life

Required power dissipation
Heater 0.25W 3.70W
Electronics 0.71 W 0.49W

Total 0.96W 4.19W

Beam translation at SSM 14 pm 30 pm

Signal loss due to 0.02 dB 0.04 dB
beam truncation
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Fig. 13-Temperature profile of transmitter during minimum-power operation (case 1 of Table 5). The color
profile represents the thermalgradients within the transmitterstructure when the diode laser is operating at 1DOC
and the sun is illuminating the thermal radiator.

the material and length of spacers located be
tween the collimator and laser could eliminate
focus errors due to temperature changes (Table
6). Measurements, discussed in a later chapter,
showed that this approach was successful.

Diagnostics System Description

The diagnostics system, which consists ofthe
diagnostics module and the Transmitter Laser
Controller (TLCJ, controls the laser operating
point. At the start ofa communications session,
the SSM directs the transmitter beam into the
diagnostics module. The TLC, which controls
the laser bias current, temperature, and modu
lation current, uses the diagnostics-module
sensor outputs to set the laser power, wave
length, and FSK tone spacing [11]. Once the
adjustments are complete, the SSM directs the

beam to the telescope for operation. Figure 14 is
a block diagram of the diagnostics system.

The diagnostics system measures FSK tone
spacing with a static, confocal Fabry-Perot in
terferometer (FPI) [12], which is a resonant op
tical cavity with multiple transmission pass
bands. The length of the FPI cavity determines
the passband spacing, which was chosen to be
about twice the width of the modulated laser
spectrum. The cavity length and the reflectivity
of the mirrors at either end of the cavity deter
mine the width of the passbands and hence the
resolution of the interferometer. To use the FPI
as an optical spectrum analyzer, we sweep the
laser spectrum through one ofthe passbands by
ramping the laser bias current while the laser is
being FSK-modulated. The output is detected by
a photodetector consisting of a photodiode
amplifier hybrid at the output of the FPI. The
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TLC interprets the spectrum and uses the re
sults to adjust the modulation, thereby setting
the FSK tone spacing to within 5 MHz of the
nominal 220 MHz.

Accurate setting of the transmitter wave
length ensures that the heterodyne intermedi
ate-frequency signal will fall within the band
width of the receiver. Such accuracy is achieved
by a two-step process. First. a coarse measure
ment helps reduce the wavelength uncer
tainty to 1 A. or 40 GHz. Then a fine wavelength
setting reduces the uncertainty further to
within 100 MHz of a known optical reference
frequency.

The coarse-measurement procedure uses a
thin-film, multilayer dielectric interference
filter that has a wavelength-dependent
transmission, as shown in Fig 15(a). Thus the
transmitted power provides a measure of the
beam wavelength. This design achieves the
required wavelength resolution over the LITE
transmit wavelength band of about 30 A.

For a coarse wavelength measurement (lower
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Table 6. Compensation for Thermal Focus
Change in Source Assembly

Component
Displacement

(J.lmI10°C)

Back focal length 0.457
Laser package -0.533
Collimator mounting -0.013
bracket

Invar spacers 0.088

Total 0.000

left portion of Fig. 14), a laser beam is split into
two parts. one of which passes through the
interference filter. Each beam is then received by
a separate photodetector similar to the one used
by the tone-spacing subsystem. The photode
tector that receives the unfiltered beam pro
duces an accurate measurement oflaser optical
power. This measurement is also used to nor
malize the filtered-beam measurement. Be-

Diagnostics Module

-
Transmitter

0
Beam-Director Assembly t3

Beam OJ
i Fabry-Perot Q)

" ~ Interferometer
-0
0
(5
L
a..

~ Tone-Spacing Subsystem '---0 OJ
t3 CJ
OJ c
Q) OJ ~

f.-
~ OJ

-0 OJ=='
0 ~i.L(5 Fine Wavelength Subsystem

L C
a.. c;p, Lamp

Thermistor

I
Coarse Wavelength Photodetector I Lock-In Amplifier

Subsystem
I I Q

~ .-
I Transmitter Laser Controller (TLC) I

Fig. 14-Block diagram of diagnostics system.
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Fig. 15-(a) Normalized transmission characteristic of in
terference filter at 20°C and (b) relative spectroscopic
strengths of the neon reference lines used in the diagnos
tics module. The line strength affects only the fine wave
length measurement SNR.

cause the transmission curve of the filter shifts
with temperature by about 0.25 Arc, a ther
mistor mounted close to the filter measures the
filter temperature so that a temperature cor
rection can be applied to the wavelength esti
mate. From the two photodetector voltages, the
known filter response, and the thermistor read
ing, the TLC can adjust the laser wavelength to
within 1 A.

To obtain a fine wavelength measurement,
the diagnostics module makes use of a spectro
scopic technique called optogalvanic detection
[13]. In this technique, laser light resonant with
an atomic transition of a gas in a discharge cell
produces a change in the impedance of the cell.

The resulting impedance difference is detected
as a small change in the voltage drop across the
cell. For the discharge cell, we used a low-cost,
high-brightness neon lamp of the type used in
instrument panels. Figure 15(b) shows that
neon gas has four resonances within the lasers'
operating range. The different heights corre
spond to signal strength and do not complicate
the algorithm.

During a fine wavelength measurement, the
TLC tunes the laser through one of the neon
resonances. In order to extract the resulting
small change in voltage drop from the lamp's
large operating voltage, the TLC applies a 3-kHz
modulation to the laser bias current to modulate
the wavelength. A lock-in amplifier synchro
nously detects and demodulates the AC
coupled signal.

The section ''Transmitter Laser Controller:
Description of Algorithms" describes the algo
rithms for tone spacing and wavelength mea
surements in greater detail.

Diagnostics Module: Description
ofHardware

We designed the diagnostics module to be a
lightweight, space-qualifiable module with loose
alignment tolerances, simple alignment proce
dures, and no thermal feedback-control re
quirements. The diagnostics-module housing,
which consists of separate optics and elec
tronics cavities as shown in Figs. 16 and 17,
measures 50 mm x 133 mm x 203 mm and has
a mass of 1.26 kg with covers. The optical cav
ity has components mounted directly to the
interior walls in a way that avoids the use of
L-brackets, thus simplifying the alignment
process. The module has been designed to
operate with possibly large variations in input
beam alignment (Table 7).

In order to reduce mechanical stress, the
aluminum housing is kinematically supported
by flexures that mount to the beryllium optical
bench, which has a lower coefficient of thermal
expansion than aluminum. These flexures
combine with the light weight of the diagnostics
module to create a first structural resonance of
375 Hz, which is well above the launch-spec-
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trum peak. Since the bench temperature is
well controlled and the diagnostics module
dissipates only 1. 1 W of electrical power, struc
tural deformations from thermal stresses are
minimal.

The electronics cavity contains the lock-in
amplifier and power-distribution and filtering
circuits. In critical areas, we thickened the alu
minum frame around the electronics board to
increase the radiation shielding.

A beam-director assembly determines the
optical paths ofthe beams inside the diagnostics
module (Fig. 14). The assembly consists of a
series of 13-mm cube beam splitters bonded
directly to an aluminum base. The first optical
element in the assembly is a polarizing cube
beam splitter that removes any polarization that
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is out of the plane of the optical bench. This
polarization ensures that all subsequent mea
surements produce consistent results. The re
maining beam splitters divide the beam into four
parts for the different measurements.

We carefully selected the mounting locations
of the components within the diagnostics mod
ule. For example, the beam that passes straight
through the beam director goes to the FPI, which
is most sensitive to beam angle and position.
Thus beam-splitter tilts have a minimal effect on
FPI performance. Also, to prevent the neon lamp
from illuminating the photodetectors we located
the lamp at the end of the series of beam
splitters, far from the power monitor and coarse
wavelength photodetectors. Finally, because
the transmissivity of the interference filter de-

Fig. 16-0ptics side of the diagnostics module, which contains all of the optical components required for accu
rately measuring the wavelength, power, and tone spacing of the transmitter beam. Note the internal baffles,
which are used to control stray light reflections. The optics cavity cover is not shown.
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Fig. 17-Electronics side of the diagnostics module, shown without cover, where a lock-in
amplifier and power-distribution and filtering circuits are located. Additional wall thickness
provides needed radiation shielding for components susceptible to radiation damage.

pends on the angle of incidence of the beam,
we arranged for one beam to follow a retroreflec
ting path through the beam director. Thus the
angle of incidence at the interference filter was
made insensitive to angular changes in the

beam-director assembly.
We implemented various features to reduce

optical feedback from the diagnostics module.
For example, each optical element ofthe assem
bly is tilted with respect to the diagnostics-

Pinhole
Aperture

Beam Direction

Mounting Plate

Stationary
Lens Barrel

Adjustable
Lens Barrel

Retaining Ring

-,
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Fig. 18-Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI), used to measure the optical spectrum of diode
lasers.
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Table 7. Range of Operating Parameters
for Diagnostics Module

Parameter Minimum Maximum Units

Temperature 9 30 °C

Input beam off center -1 1 mm

Input beam tilt -1 1 mrad

Input polarization -1 1 degrees from
parallel to
optical bench

Supply voltage -1 1 volts from
nominal

As mentioned earlier, tone spacing can be
deduced from the optical spectrum, which
we can obtain by using the FPI as a spec
trum analyzer. Scanning the FPI is accom
plished by sweeping the laser bias current,
and the resulting spectrum of the modulated
laser is recorded.

The tone-spacing algorithm can be broken
down logically into three sections:
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Fig. 19-5weep of FPI on an unmodulated diode laser.
Note the four equally spaced peaks. The distance in the
frequency domain between the peaks is a constant (1.5
GHz) dictated by the length of the Fabry-Perot cavity. The
ratio of the change in laser frequency to the corresponding
change in bias current can be determined from this data.
From the spectrum, we also identify the O.2-mA window of
current that is required to capture the first complete peak on
an expanded scale. The remainder of the tone-spacing
algorithm operates on this small window.
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module optical axis so that reflections do not
return to the laser. For further feedback reduc
tion, we inserted neutral-density filters and light
shrouds at several locations, and we covered the
inner surfaces of the housing with low-reflectiv
ity black paint.

The FPI (Fig. 18) has an Invar lens barrel,
which limits changes in mirror spacing to
0.6 f.LITl for every lQoC temperature difference.
Holding the mirror spacing constant over all op
erating temperatures keeps the spectral resolu
tion constant. An adjustable lens cell in the
barrel permits the mirrors, which are rugged
versions of commercially available units, to
be adjusted with respect to each other dUring
assembly. To desensitize the alignment of the
FPI to the incoming beam, a beam stop with a
I-mm-diameter aperture was placed at the
entrance to the FPI.

Transmitter Laser Controller:
Description ofAlgorithms

A set of iterative algorithms determines the
operating parameters ofthe selected diode laser
at the startofa session. TheTLC initially sets the
laser at the current and temperature for which
the laser's wavelength is expected to match the
neon reference. Usually the operating point from
the last communications session is used. The
TLC then executes the tone-spacing and wave
length algorithms to fine-tune the operating
point.
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OmA

0.4 mA

..

1. Initialization. To find the value of the laser
DC tuning rate, the first sweep of the spec
trum shown in Fig. 19 is taken on an un
modulated laser. That is, we find the
change in bias current that is necessary to
make the detected output of the FPI trav
erse two peaks of the unmodulated spec
trum. The peaks, which are fixed by the
geometry of the FPI cavity, are 1.5 GHz
apart in our system. Thus the DC tuning
rate can be calculated.

From the unmodulated spectrum, we
also identifY a smaller spectral window
that contains one complete peak. The re
mainder of the tone-spacing algorithm op
erates on this small window.

2. Coarse tone spacing. The TLC modulates
the laser in a square-wave fashion at a
110-MHz rate between two tones that are a
nominal 220 MHz apart. By modifYing the
amplitude of the modulation current, we
can achieve different tone spacings. At
each trial value of modulation current, a
1000-point spectrum is recorded in 2 sec
by stepping the bias current. A simple
eight-point moving average smooths the
noisy waveform enough to allow the algo
rithm to determine the peaks unambigu
0usly. Figure 20 shows the variation of
measured spectra with modulation cur
rent.

3. Fine tone spacing. We can deduce the tone
spacing by measuring the ratio between
the second and first sidebands, as illus
trated in Fig. 21. This ratio has been found
to be a strong function of tone spacing.
The ratio that corresponds to the desired
tone spacing can be predicted.
As previously mentioned, the wavelength al

gorithmconsists oftwo steps: first a narrowband
interference filter helps to perform a coarse
wavelength determination, then a neon atomic
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Fig. 20-FPI output during sweeps of bias current on a
diode laser. The sweeps (parts a through g) are for
increasing amplitude values of modulation current. Note
that the spacing between the largest peaks is close to 220
MHz at a modulation current of 1.4 mA (part g). With this
coarse estimate ofmodulation current, the fine-tuning algo
rithm can commence.
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Algorithm: Pass 1.-.-.-.-.-.-.

samples (indicated by dots in Fig. 22)
and looks for the presence of the neon
reference line. Then. by using smaller
steps. the algorithm searches for the
zero crossing.
At the end of the algorithm. the laser optical

power is checked again to verifY that it is still
within the operating specifications. If not. a
power-correction routine that holds the wave
length approximately constant is activated.
after which the wavelength is rechecked. I.f nec
essary. the wavelength-search and power-cor
rection routines can be iterated until they
converge to the reference wavelength and speci
fied optical power.

Mter convergence. the laser operating para
meters (DC bias current. modulation current.
and temperature) are stored. and the system is
ready for a communications session. In routine
operation. the entire diagnostics algorithm
takes a few minutes to run.
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Fig. 21- FPI output during sweep of bias current on a
modulateddiode laser. The sweep was done near the tone
spacing frequency of 220 MHz. We can deduce the tone
spacing by measuring the ratio between the second and
first sidebands. The ratio varies steeply with tone spacing
in the vicinity of 220-MHz spacing. A filtered optical spec
trum is recorded for each trial modulation current and the
current is then adjusted to produce the desired sideband
ratio. When the ratio is within certain empiricallydetermined
bounds, the accuracy of the tone spacing will be within 5
MHz. The corresponding value of modulation current is
saved for subsequent operations.
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Fig. 22-Computed 12 + Q2 of the optical spectrum of an
FSK-modulated laser. Analysis of the waveform allows the
precise setting of laser wavelength. Samples (indicated by
dots) are taken and for each point the quantity 12 + Q2 is
computed. During the first pass, the algorithm finds the
neon reference line and identifies which of the two signals
(I orQ) is stronger. In the secondpass, the algorithm looks
for the zero crossing of the strongersignal (lor Q). Iteration
continues until the frequency is within 100 MHz of the
reference.
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reference is used to conduct a fine wavelength
measurement.
1. Coarse wavelength tuning. We can deter

mine the transmission through the inter
ference filter by computing the ratio
from the output of the two photodetectors
and then comparing the ratio to a temper
ature compensated filter-transmission
curve.

2. Fine wavelength tuning. The TLC modu
lates the laser with a signal that alternates
in a square-wave fashion between two
tones 660 MHz apart at a rate of several
kilohertz. The lock-in amplifier picks up
the AC-coupled discharge voltage across
the neon lamp and outputs inphase (1) and
quadrature (Q) signals. The TLC digitizes
the signals. which are used to find the
center of the neon line.

Figure 22 shows the shape of the
computed J2 + Q2 curve around the neon
reference. In actual practice. the algo
rithm does not do a detailed plot of the
J2 + Q2 curve but instead takes a series of
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Qualification Testing

..

Test Program

Qualifying a flight package such as the LITE
package includes random-vibration testing,
thermal cycling, and operation under various
thermal conditions. In addition, those compo
nents which are prone to radiation damage must
be subjected to various radiation dosages to de
termine the shielding requirements. The design
must be verified by analysis to ensure adequate
design factors of safety, safe failure modes,
and tolerance to the expected radiation dos
age. The tests and requirements apply to the
complete assembled package in the integrated
configuration.

For the LITE project, developing a new flight
component was a multistep process. First we
developed a design and a breadboard unit that
satisfied the functional requirements. Once we
had tested and verified this unit, we then con
structed a qualification unit that faithfully im
plemented the critical breadboard design fea
tures and used flightworthy components, flight
construction techniques, and quality-control
procedures. We subjected this qualification unit
to test levels more severe in magnitude and

able electrical power is limited to the satellite's
battery capacity, which thereby restricts the use
of electric heaters. Thus temperature swings
within the spacecraft typically range from -30°
to 60°C. Only minimum operation (such as the
telemetry of critical data) is required of the
satellite during the transfer orbit; however, the
thermal stresses are potentially damaging.

Even after the final orbit is established and all
systems are operational, the satellite must oper
ate in a hostile environment. Typically, operat
ing temperatures inside the structure vary from
_5° to 50°C, a range in which the performance of
many electrical circuits can vary.

In addition, phenomena such as cosmic ra
diation and micrometeorites can cause damage
to critical electrical and optical components.
Therefore, careful choice of components and
materials is mandatory. A qualification test
program, then, gives the spacecraft designer
confidence that the package will survive the
rigors of space.
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During the first several minutes of a launch,
a satellite experiences an intense acoustic field.
In addition, random and steady-state vibrations
from the rocket motor are transmitted to the
satellite via attachment points that secure the
satellite to the rocket. Mter an initial orbit has
been achieved, deployment ofappendages such
as antennas and solar-panel structures is initi
ated with the firing of pyrotechnic mechanisms
that send shock waves throughout the satellite.

The spacecraft also undergoes large vari
ations in temperature, particularly during
transfer orbits in which the spacecraft moves in
and out of the earth's shadow and the vehicle's
orientation with respect to the sun varies. Until
the solar-array panels are deployed, the avail-

Banded Response at Transmitter
Location (16.2 9 rms)

OMS Base Input (6.5 9 rms)

OMS Response at Transmitter
Location (11.3 9 rms)

50 100 200 500 1000 2000

Frequency (Hz)

Fig. 23-Random-vibration power spectral density for the
base of the Optomechanical Subsystem (OMS) and the
transmitter mounting location. Note that high-frequency
vibrations are effectively filtered out at the transmitter loca
tion. The banded response curve is used as the test level
during qualification testing of the transmitter.
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duration than the levels expected dUring flight
in order to prove that the design was robust. The
final step calls for the building of a flight unit
identical in every respect to the qualification
unit. This unit would be subjected to tests
performed at levels and durations that are equal
to those expected after integration into the host
spacecraft. Without unduly stressing the unit,
these acceptance tests would ensure that the
workmanship, assembly procedures, and com
ponents used in the final unit are adequate for
flight.

When we are considering a component that
utilizes new technologies for inclusion in a de
Sign, we may subject the component by itself to
a limited number of qualification tests to evalu
ate its SUitability for spacecraft use. For the
transmitter and diagnostics module, several
critical components-the FPI, the diode laser,
the collimator lens, and a complete source as
sembly-and a process to bond glass optical
components to metallic substrates were tested
before inclusion in the design.

Development oj a Test Plan

The host-spacecraft program plan specified
the expected conditions for prelaunch tests,
launch, deployment, and operation. It also dic
tated the minimum allowable testing ofthe flight
package. These test requirements were based on
measurements taken dUring previous missions
of similar satellites and on computer models of
the actual structure and the expected loads. We
made all acceptance-test levels more severe
than the expected flight conditions to account
for uncertainties in the measurements and
modeling, and made the qualification levels still
higher to ensure that the eventual flight package
would pass all acceptance tests.

Qualification-level random-vibration tests
were specified to be applied at the mounting
feet of the OMS. The OMS mounting structure
is a vibration-isolation system designed to mini
mize the effects of spacecraft vibrations [8]. It
was important to remember that the dynam
ic response could be significantly different in
magnitude and frequency content at various
locations within the OMS. Thus, when a
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subassembly within the OMS was to be tested
individually, the corresponding transfer func
tion had to be taken into account. For example,
Fig. 23 shows the power spectral density as
a function of frequency for the base of the
OMS and the expected power spectral density
for the transmitter mounting location with
in the OMS. A detailed FEM of the complete
OMS package helped generate the transfer
functions. The banded response (Fig. 23)
was used as the test level as a conservative
way to account for uncertainties in the model.

The thermal tests require each subassembly,
as well as the complete flight package, to func
tion properly from lOoe below to lOoe above the
operating range predicted by the computer ther
mal model. By using such a temperature range,
we could demonstrate an adequate design
margin. For demonstration of survival dUring
the transfer orbits, the units were cycled to
temperatures exceeding those expected dUring
the orbit.

Transmitter Testing

Before the source assemblies were integrated
into the transmitter, they underwent extensive
characterization and testing. The testing was
necessary to verify the quality ofboth the design
and assembly procedures.

One ofthe most important performance crite
ria of the source assembly is the wavefront
quality of the emitted beam. The wavefront
quality determines the amount of spreading,
or diffraction, of the beam as it travels to the
receiver, which may be thousands ofkilometers
away. Beam aberrations such as defocus and
spherical aberration govern wavefront quality.
For a wavefront ofhigh quality, the profile of the
phase ofthe beam is flat. Thus wavefront quality
can be measured by the deviation of the
wavefront from a flat surface. Figure 24 shows
the approximate relationship between the qual
ity ofa beam's wavefront and the power available
at the receiver.

In order to verify the thermal focus-compen
sation design, we operated a source assembly
over the lOO-to-30oe range, and recorded the
wavefront quality at eight different tempera-
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Fig. 24-Estimatedpower loss at receiver as a function of
wavefront quality. The power loss at the receiver due to
beam spreading is referenced to the ideal case in which
there are no aberrations in the transmitted beam. The
wavefront quality is measured by the rms deviation in the
wavefront from a flat surface (A = wavelength).

termine if it could withstand large temperature
variations without suffering permanent defor
mations or displacements. The testing consisted
ofsix cycles between -30° and 66°C over a three
day period. Operation of the heater dUring the
transfer orbit made testing below -30°C un
necessary. The source assembly completed
this testing without any change in operating
characteristics.

Random vibrations can also cause optical
aberrations by permanently displacing the la
ser, a lens element, or indeed the entire col
limator. Thus it was important to subject the
source assembly to random-vibration testing
before building the complete transmitter so
that the stability of the source assembly could
be verified.

The random-vibration testing of the source
assembly consisted of 2 min ofvibration in each
ofthree axes atincreasinglevels up to 35 g (rms).
It is important to note that the expected vibra
tion levels at the source-assembly locations
dUring qualification of the OMS package were
less than 11.5 g (rms). Subtracting the pre- and
post-qualification wavefront profiles from each
other revealed the changes in wavefront quality
(Fig. 26). Within measurement error, we found
that there were no changes in the wavefront
quality or beam-pointing accuracy at the 15
and 22-g (rms) levels and only a small change at
the 35-g (rms) level.

Once the robustness of the source assembly
had been demonstrated, we fabricated four
units and aligned them in the transmitter. Frior
to qualification, the complete transmitter was
characterized, with particular attention given to
measurements of wavefront quality and beam
position accuracy.

Using an interferometer, we measured the
wavefront quality of the transmitted beam from
each of the integrated source assemblies in the
same manner in which we had tested the indi
vidual source assemblies. Wavefront quality is
expressed in terms of the deviation in the
wavefront from a flat surface. The average
wavefront quality ofthe four transmitted beams
was A/26 (rms). The A/26 (rms) value, which
includes the effects of prism and fold-mirror
aberrations, was much better than our goal of
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tures in the range. The results (Fig. 25) show a
high-quality wavefront over the entire tempera
ture range. The small focus error thatvaries with
temperature is a result of the variations in the
operating wavelength in combination with un
corrected chromatic aberration in the collima
tor. This error would not be present in our
constant-wavelength operation.

We also performed thermal qualification test
ing on the unpowered source assembly to de-

10 15 20 25 30

Temperature (OC) of Laser Mounting Plate

Fig. 25-Source-assembly thermal-compensation test
results. Note that the laser wavefront's variation with
temperature is small, and that the wavefront quality for
the temperature range shown far exceeds the goal of
?J20 (rms).
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Fig. 26-Change in wavefront quality due to vibration testing at the 15-g (rms) level. The beam wavelength is
0.864 flm and the diameter is 5 mm.

A/20 (rms). Furthermore, no individual
beam's quality was worse than A/22 (rms).

The vibration testing of the complete trans
mitter consisted of2 min of random vibration in
each of three axes at levels up to 16.2 g (rms).
The thermal testing included the same six cycles
of temperature (-30° to 66°C) that were used
to test the source assembly. The average of
the wavefront qualities remained unchanged
by the random-vibration testing. The thermal
qualification tests changed the wavefront
quality by a small amount, from A/26 (rms) to
A/23 (rms).

To determine the expected truncation losses
within the OMS t lescope, we measured the
changes in the &: \smitter beam positions as a
result of the qualiiication testing. After all quali
fication testing was completed, the average
beam position had moved by less than 30 11m,
which corresponds to a truncation loss of less
than 0.04 dB.

In addition to tests of wavefront quality and
beam-position accuracy, we measured the
optical power of the laser outputs and found
that each beam's power was between 26 and
26.5 mW. Thus the loss within the transmitter
was less than the goal of 0.8 dB.

The final test ofthe transmitter was a demon-
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stration ofthe communications capability ofthe
unit. In a laboratory environment, random data
were sent to a modulatorwhich, in tum, sent the
FSK waveform to the operating laser at a rate of
220 Mb/sec. The modulated beam was sent to
a balanced receiver that demodulated the sig
nal and recovered the transmitted data. This
testing was the first demonstration of high
data-rate communications with a flight-quali
fied transmitter.

Diagnostics-Module Testing

Before including the key components in the
final diagnostics-module design, we tested the
components individually. The circuit board of
the lock-in amplifier underwent thermal cy
cling, and a prototype of the FPI, the photodetec
tor assemblies, and a neon lamp were subjected
to both thermal cycling and random-vibration
testing. The thermal-cycle temperatures used
were the same as those reqUired to qualify the
complete diagnostics module; the vibration lev
els were at least as high as those reqUired for the
complete diagnostics module. We observed no
failures or significant parameter changes in the
tests.

In addition, the complete diagnostics-module
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Table 8. Neon-Lamp SNR BUdget for Acceptable
Performance of the Fine Wavelength Algorithm

Average measured SNR of neon lamp 28.8 dB
Worst-case loss from beam misalignment -5.4
Test-system power correction 8
Lock-in bandwidth reduction 10
Expected radiation darkening -2
Weakest neon line -23

Worst-case SNR of neon lamp 16.4 dB

Requirement for 1OO-MHz accuracy 13 dB

Margin available for implementation losses 3.4dB

assembly underwent two types of environ
mental stresses. A thermal-cycle test subjected
the unpowered diagnostics module to tempera
tures of-40° to 66°C for six cycles at a maximum
rate of change of20°Cjh. We also subjected the
diagnostics module to random vibration in three
orthogonal directions at accelerations of 10.2 to
15.4 g (rms).

Before and after subjecting the diagnostics
module to random vibration and thermal cy
cling, we functionally tested it over a range of
operating conditions (Table 7). The tests were
performed in a dedicated test system in which
the diagnostics module was mounted in a tem
perature-controlled box. The rliagnostics-mod
ule housing was located with respect to a refer
ence axis established outside the box. During
the tests, a laser whose alignment varied in
angle and position with respect to the external
reference axis was directed into the diagnostics
module, and the resulting noise, offset, and
signal voltages from the lock-in amplifier and all
of the photodetectors were recorded. Independ
ent power- and wavelength-measuring instru
ments checked the diagnostics-module mea
surements while a microprocessor-based test
controller collected and interpreted the data.

Throughout the full range of operating para
meters, the diagnostics-module test system
correctly estimated laser wavelengths from the
interference-filter-subsystem signals, with er
rors of less than 1 A. The SNR of the neon lamp
was also measured over the full range ofoperat
ing parameters as an indirect measure of the
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quality of the diagnostics-module fine wave
length measurements. From previously col
lected data, we knew that an accuracy of 100
MHz in optical frequency was achievable if the
SNR at the input to the lock-in amplifier was at
least 13 dB. Table 8 shows that even under
worst-case conditions, there is still adequate
margin for achieving this accuracy.

To qualify the tone-spacing subsystem, we
measured the frequency linewidth of an un
modulated laser, including the effects of trans
mission through the FPI. The resulting full
width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) values gave a
measure of the resolution of the tone-spacing
unit. Prior to environmental-stress testing, we
measured the FPI FWHM over the full range of
parameters, and found that the average value
was 23.5 MHz. Remember that variations of
FWHM will affect the accuracy of tone-spacing
measurements. A calculated budget of 7 MHz
for FWHM variability ensures a workable
tone-spacing accuracy of 5 MHz. We found
that the FWHM variations before and after
environmental-stress testing were well below
7 MHz, and that the post-stress average
FWHM was 24.7 MHz.

Summary

We have designed, built, and tested a trans
mitter system for free-space, FSK heterodyne
optical communications, and the key hardware
ofthe system has been qualified for space appli
cations. The hardware consists of two compact,
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lightweight modules: a transmitter and a com
panion diagnostics module. Both devices
passed a rigorous program ofqualification tests.
In addition, transmitter operation was demon
strated in a laboratory communications link
that operated at 220 Mb/sec. The hardware is
now available for incorporation into an engi
neering model of a satellite laser communica
tions package.

The transmitter provides 26 mW of optical
power from a single GaAlAs diode laser operat
ing near 0.8 11m. The laser output has the
necessary frequency stability and spectral pu
rity for heterodyne communications. In addi
tion, beam divergence is minimal-the mea
sured deviation in the wavefront ofeach beam is
less than A,f22 (rms).

The diagnostics module is capable ofmeasur
ing laser power, optical frequency, and FSK tone
spacing to better than the accuracies that
heterodyne optical communications requires.
The transmitter laser controller uses these
measurements for the automatic setting oflaser
power to within 1 mW, optical frequency to
within 100 MHz of a known reference, and
FSK tone spacing to within 5 MHz of a nominal
220 MHz.

The successful thermal and random-vibra
tion testing of the qualification transmitter and
diagnostics module indicates that flight units of
the same design would meet our requirements
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in a space environment. The space qualification
of our transmitter is a milestone: it is the first
laser transmitter proved flightworthy for high
data-rate optical communications in space.
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